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Skillful object manipulation requires learning the dynamics of objects, linking applied force to motion 1,2. This involves                 
the formation of a motor memory 3,4, which has been assumed to be associated with the object, independent of the                    
point on the object that one chooses to control. Importantly, in manipulation tasks, different control points on an                  
object, such as the rim of a cup when drinking or its base when setting it down, can be associated with distinct                      
dynamics. Here we show that opposing dynamic perturbations, which interfere when controlling a single location on                
an object, can be learned when each is associated with a separate control point. This demonstrates that motor                  
memory formation is linked to control points on the object, rather than the object per se. We also show that the motor                      
system only generates separate memories for different control points if they are linked to different dynamics, allowing                 
efficient use of motor memory. To account for these results, we develop a normative switching state-space model of                  
motor learning, in which the association between cues (control points) and contexts (dynamics) is learned rather than                 
fixed. Our findings uncover an important mechanism through which the motor system generates flexible and               
dexterous behavior. 
 
Understanding how humans learn to use tools is a central challenge in neuroscience 5. Tool use requires knowledge                  
of the dynamics of objects (relating applied force to motion), which depend on both the physical properties of objects                   
(e.g., mass, mass distribution and friction) and how objects are used to interact with the environment (e.g., for                  
transport or percussion). Numerous paradigms have been developed to explore how humans learn the dynamics of                
objects. In conventional object manipulation tasks, participants grasp and lift physical objects with familiar dynamics               
e.g., 3,6,7. When lifting an object for the first time, visual cues about size and surface material strongly influence lift                    
forces 8–10. However, after several lifts, participants learn the dynamics of the object, as demonstrated by adaptation                 
of grip and lift forces measured at the fingertips prior to object lift off 4,11. If the dynamics of the object are simple,                       
learning can occur in a single trial 8. However, even for objects with simple dynamics, interference can be seen when                    
alternately lifting the same object and grasping it at different locations 12,13. 
 
Robotic manipulanda offer an alternative testbed for object manipulation studies 14. These interfaces can simulate               
objects with unfamiliar dynamics 15–20 and provide an opportunity to manipulate the relationship between haptic and                
visual feedback 21,22. In a typical adaptation experiment, participants grasp the handle of a robotic manipulandum and                 
make reaching movements that are perturbed by the robot. For example, a perturbation that has been examined                 
extensively is a viscous curl field that generates forces on the hand that act perpendicular to the velocity of the hand                     
and proportional to its speed 15,23–25. Over repeated movements, participants learn to generate the forces required to                 
compensate for the perturbation, forming a motor memory of the grasped object 26,27. However, the capacity to learn                  
different dynamics in such paradigms appears to be surprisingly limited when the same movement is made (under                 
veridical visual feedback) in force fields that act in opposite directions 28,29.  
 
In the standard force-field adaptation paradigm, the ‘object’ being moved to a target is a small disk and the task                    
involves controlling the center of the disk. However, in natural object manipulation tasks involving objects with more                 
complex geometries, we can exert control over different locations, or ‘control points’, on the object. For example,                 
when using a wide broom to sweep along a wall, we could control the edge of the broom that is nearest to the wall so                         
as to make contact with the wall. Such contact will perturb the head of the broom, rotating it in opposite directions for                      
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walls on the left and right; that is, when controlling the left and right side of the broom. Similarly, when drinking from a                       
wine glass, we can control the near rim as we lift the glass to our mouth and then control the base of the stem as we                          
replace the glass. Numerous studies of object manipulation have examined how memories of object dynamics               
transfer across changes in grasp configurations 12,13,30–34. However, none of these previous studies have explicitly               
manipulated the location of the control point independently of either the grasp location or the required movement of                  
the object. 
 
Here we tested the hypothesis that the motor system can flexibly engage separate memories when controlling                
different points on a single object, allowing different dynamics to be learned and associated with these control points.                  
Using a planar robotic interface and virtual reality system, we linked the movement of a rectangular virtual object to                   
the motion of the hand. The hand was clearly visible at all times and located at the center of the object (Fig. 1). There                        
were two control points, located on the left and right of the object, and two corresponding targets. The two control                    
points were linked to opposing viscous curl fields. On each trial, the participant was required to generate a straight                   
ahead hand movement to align either the left or right control point to its corresponding target. Thus, the required                   
movement was the same for both control points.  
 
We found that participants could learn opposing dynamics when they were linked to these different points. By testing                  
generalization we show that this learning is associated with control points, rather than hand or target locations. In                  
addition, we show that the motor system only assigns distinct memories to control points if they are linked to different                    
dynamics, allowing flexible and efficient use of motor memory. Finally, we show that our results are best accounted                  
for by a switching state-space model. Unlike standard state-space models, our model can learn the probability of                 
cues (i.e., control points) given the context (i.e., force field) and can infer the state for each context based on motor                     
errors. Our results uncover an important mechanism through which the human motor system can generate flexible                
and dextrous motor behaviour. 
 
We carried out two experiments to examine the mapping of motor memories to control points. In Experiment 1, we                   
examined the ability of participants to learn opposing dynamics when these are associated with either different control                 
points or a single control point. We then examined the reference frame in which control points are represented by                   
testing generalization of learning. In Experiment 2, we test whether the assignment of separate memories to control                 
points is obligatory, or whether this only occurs when necessary.  
 
Participants grasped the handle of a robotic interface (Fig. 1a) and a semi-silvered mirror was used to display a                   
rectangular virtual object centered on the hand. The object translated with the hand. The workspace under the mirror                  
was illuminated so that both the hand and the object were always visible (Fig. 1b). The object had three visible control                     
points: circles displayed on the left and right of the object and a cross at the center of the object. For participants in                       
the two control-point group (n = 10), a target appeared above one of the two lateral control points at the start of each                       
trial, and participants were instructed to move the corresponding control point to the target (Fig. 1c). The target                  
location (left or right) cued the direction of the force field on exposure trials (see below). For participants in the single                     
control-point group (n = 8), a central target appeared above the central control point and participants were instructed                  
to move the central control point to this target (Fig. 1d). In this group, as in the two control-point group, a lateral                      
‘target’ was also displayed to cue the direction of the force field. Crucially, for both groups the start position of the                     
hand and the required final position of the hand were the same in all trials.  
 
In the pre-exposure phase participants made movements in a null field. In the exposure phase, opposing force fields                  
were associated with the two lateral targets. Hence, for participants in the two control-point group, each force field                  
was also associated with the point on the object that had to be controlled. To produce the same movement of the                     
hand in both force fields, participants would need to learn the opposing dynamics.  
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Figure 1 Separate motor memories are formed for different control points. Experimental paradigm and learning               
curves for Experiment 1. (a) Participants grasped the handle of a robotic manipulandum. A semi-silvered mirror                
allowed the participant to view their hand as well as a virtual object that was reflected from the monitor. (b)                    
Photograph of the hand, the virtual object and target, as seen from the perspective of the participant. Depending on                   
the experiment and trial type, one of three control points on the object had to be aligned with a target placed above it.                       
(c) Participants in the two control-point group moved the left or right control point to its corresponding target. The                   
direction of the force field applied to the hand was determined by the target/control point. (d) Participants in the single                    
control-point group moved the central control point to a central target. The direction of the field applied to the hand                    
was cued by which lateral 'target' was displayed. (e) Kinematic error measured as the maximum perpendicular error                 
(MPE: deviation from a straight line to the target) over the course of the experiment. Data were first averaged over                    
blocks of eight exposure trials and then plotted as mean across participants ± 1 s.e.m. Gray background shows the                   
period when the force field was turned on. (f) same as (e) but for percentage adaptation measured on channel trials.                    
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The generalization phase was performed by the two control-point group (n = 10) but omitted for the single                  
control-point group (n = 8). 
 
Participants performed 52 blocks of 8 trials (416 trials) in the exposure phase with an equal number of trials for each                     
target in a pseudorandom order. So that predictive force compensation could be assessed independently from               
co-contraction, one randomly selected trial in each block was a channel trial 25,35, in which the movement was                  
confined to a simulated mechanical channel to the target. On these trials, the forces generated by participants into                  
the wall of the channel could be measured. 
 
To assess performance we measured kinematic error, defined as the maximum perpendicular error (MPE) between               
the actual and ideal (i.e., straight) hand path. We also measured force compensation on channel trials, defined as the                   
percentage of the force required to fully compensate for the force field (adaptation). During the pre-exposure phase,                 
as expected the kinematic error and the adaptation were close to zero (Fig. 1e-f). At the start of the exposure phase,                     
the force fields produced substantial deviations of the hand path from a straight line (Supplementary Figure 1). To                  
assess learning, we compared adaptation, which unlike MPE is not influenced by stiffness, in the final two blocks of                   
the pre-exposure and exposure phases. This revealed a significant interaction between group and epoch              
(mixed-design ANOVA, F1,16 = 73.31, p = 2e-7). Adaptation reached 68.1% ± 6.6% and -0.2% ± 4.3% of full force                    
compensation by the end of the exposure phase for the two and single control-point groups (Fig. 1f), respectively. For                   
the two control-point group, the increase in adaptation was significant (two-tailed paired t-test, 69.4% ± 6.7%, t(9) =                  
10.99, p = 2e-6). 
 
The failure to learn when controlling a single control point is consistent with previous studies showing that arbitrary                  
visual cues do not facilitate learning of opposing force fields 28,29,36, and indicates that the learning observed when                  
controlling two different control points — despite making similar hand movements — is not simply due to the                  
contextual cues provided by the lateral targets.  
 
We performed two additional control experiments. In the first (Supplementary Figure 2), we show that participants (n                 
= 8) can learn opposing fields, linked to different control points, even when they are required to fixate a central                    
fixation point. This rules out the possibility that learning is due to associating field direction with gaze position. The                   
second control was designed to rule out the possibility that subjects might be treating the two control points (small                   
circles) as separate objects, despite the fact that they move coherently and are bounded by a rectangle. In this                   
control, we used an object where the control points are defined by the geometry of the object and there are no distinct                      
visual elements (Supplementary Figure 3). We show that participants (n = 8) can still learn opposing fields, linked to                   
these different control points (Supplementary Figure 3). 
 
Our hypothesis that separate memories can be formed for different control points on manipulated objects assumes                
that these points are represented in object-centered coordinates; i.e., that translating the object would not interfere                
with the learned memories associated with these points. However, other interpretations are possible based on the                
results for the two control-point group. Specifically, whereas our hypothesis assumes that memories formed for the                
two fields are linked to the locations of the control points relative to the object (object-centered representation), it is                   
possible that these memories are linked to the locations of the targets relative to the body (body-centered                 
representation) or the locations of the targets and control point relative to the hand (hand-centered representation). 
 
Based on our hypothesis and pilot data, we anticipated that participants in the two control-point group would learn the                   
two force fields. Therefore, for this group only, we included a generalization phase following the exposure phase, in                  
which we tested the alternative interpretations outlined above. As shown in Figure 1e-f, performance, measured by                
both the kinematic error and adaptation, was stable during this phase. 
 
In the generalization phase, we used channel trials to measure the forces produced in four configurations (Fig. 2a),                  
where: (1) the hand and object were in the original exposure configuration; (2) both the object and hand translated;                   
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(3) only the hand translated; and (4) only the object translated. Note that Figure 2a shows the generalization trials                   
involving the left target. In trials involving the right target, the hand and/or object were translated in the opposite                   
direction. In all configurations, the object still moved with the hand with the appropriate offset throughout the                 
movement. Figure 2b shows the direction of force we expect the participants to generate for each possible                 
representation (i.e., body-, hand-, or object-centered) for each configuration. All predictions are for the case in which                 
the left and right targets/control points were associated with clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW),              
respectively. In the exposure configuration, we expect that participants will generate forces in the appropriate (in this                 
case leftward) direction and this is consistent with all three possible representations (Fig. 2b left). Importantly,                
however, the pattern across the other three configurations is different for each possible representation.  
 

 
 
Figure 2 Control points are represented in an object-centered frame of reference. (a) Configurations used to examine                 
generalization of learning for trials with the left target. For trials with the right target all translations were reversed. All                    
these trials were channel trials. (b) Predictions of the direction of force according to the three possible                 
representations. Note these are for the scenario in which the left and right targets/control points were associated with                  
the CW and CCW fields, respectively. The predictions for the right target (not shown) are in the opposite directions.                   
(c) Mean + 1 s.e.m. signed adaptation across participants (n = 10) relative to the ideal compensation on exposure                   
trials. The sign of the bars, positive and negative, indicate compensatory forces appropriate for CCW and CW fields,                  
respectively. Black and gray bars correspond to trials with the left and right targets, respectively. Dots represent data                  
from individual participants.  
 
The thick black bars in Figure 2c show the measured force compensation (signed adaptation) in all four                 
configurations, relative to the force required to fully compensate for the force field in the exposure configuration. (The                  
thin gray bars show the force compensation in trials involving the right target, in which all predicted forces are in the                     
opposite direction.) Separate t-tests revealed that adaptation was significantly different from zero for both the left and                 
right targets in the object-and-hand (two-tailed one-sample t-test, left target: 32.6% ± 9.2%, t(9) = 3.75, p = 0.005;                   
right target: -48.0% ± 8.3%, t(9) = 6.12, p = 2e-4) and hand translation configurations (two-tailed one-sample t-test,                  
left target: -34.4% ± 5.9%, t(9) = 6.14, p = 2e-4; right target: 34.5% ± 5.0%, t(9) = 7.28, p = 5e-5). Furthermore, the                        
direction of adaptation in these configurations was only consistent with the object-based predictions. Although              
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adaptation was not significantly different from zero for either target in the object translation configuration (two-tailed                
one-sample t-test, left target: 12.5% ± 6.5%, t(9) = 2.03, p = 0.072; right target: -3.5% ± 9.9%, t(9) = 0.38, p = 0.714),                        
the sign of adaptation was again consistent with the object-based predictions. Note that the magnitude of force                 
compensation (i.e., length of the bars), relative to the exposure configuration, decreased in all three generalization                
configurations, involving translation of the hand-and-object, object, or hand. This decrease is consistent with a large                
body of literature showing that motor learning is generally local with graded reduction with changes in context 2,37.                  
Overall, these results clearly support the hypothesis that separate memories are formed for control points               
represented in object-centered coordinates. 
 
Having established that participants can form separate motor memories for different control points, we asked whether                
this process is obligatory or flexible. Specifically, we tested whether separate memories are formed even when the                 
dynamics experienced for the different control points are the same. In contrast to Experiment 1, here, a single motor                   
memory would be sufficient for representing the dynamics of both control points and would also support efficient                 
allocation of neural resources. Two groups were examined: participants in the opposing-field group (n = 8)                
experienced a different (opposing) force field for each control point whereas participants in the same-field group (n =                  
8) experienced the same force field for each control point. To assess the separation of motor memories, after learning                   
we de-adapted one control point with null-field trials and then assessed the state of adaptation when controlling the                  
other control point. If the memories are separate, then de-adapting one control point should not de-adapt the memory                  
for the other control point.  
 
Both groups learned to compensate for the perturbation and, as expected, learning was greater for the group who                  
learned the same field for both control points. By the final block of the exposure phase, there was no significant                    
difference in adaptation between the opposing-field group (52.8% ± 12.1%) and the two-control point group               
(Experiment 1) (68.9% ± 5.9%) who performed the same task (two-tailed unpaired t-test, 16.1% ± 13.1%, t(16) =                  
1.27, p = 0.222). To assess whether de-adapting one memory led to de-adaptation of the other memory, we                  
compared the mean of the last two channel trials in the post-exposure phase for the first control point with the first                     
channel trial in the post-exposure phase for the second control point. For the group who learned opposing force                  
fields, after de-adapting one control point, substantial adaptation re-emerged (Fig. 3b, two-tailed paired t-test, 37.6%               
± 8.6%, t(7) = 4.69, p = 0.002) when controlling the other control point. Although this effect is primarily driven by the                      
first channel trial, this first trial provides a critical test for the separation of memories. This suggests that separate                   
representations existed for each control point. In contrast, for the group who experienced the same force field for both                   
control points, when we de-adapted one control point there was minimal adaptation remaining (Fig. 3d, two-tailed                
paired t-test, 9.4% ± 7.8%, t(7) = 1.31, p = 0.232) when switching to the other control point. This is despite the greater                       
adaptation observed in the same-field group, which increases the power to detect a difference in adaptation between                 
the two control points during de-adaptation. This suggests a single representation existed for both control points in                 
this case. 
 
We fit several candidate models to the data and performed model comparison. Context-dependent state-space              
models (SSMs) have been used to account for motor learning of opposing perturbations 38–40. Briefly, these models                 
assume that each context (force field) is associated with separate states of adaptation that are updated based on the                   
error from the previous trial. Contexts can be coupled, such that errors in one context update the states associated                   
with the other context, and states associated with both contexts contribute to the final output. However, critically,                 
these models assume that the coupling between contexts is known in advance and remains fixed over time.                 
Therefore, they predict that (1) with no coupling two separate memories will be formed, (2) with complete coupling a                   
single memory will be formed, and (3) with partial coupling two overlapping memories will be formed. While it is                   
difficult to account for our results with either no coupling or complete coupling, it is possible that a context-dependent                   
state-space model with partial coupling could explain the data.  
 
Context-dependent state-space models can be either single rate 33,41 or dual rate, in which the total adaptation                 
involves two memory processes: (1) a fast process that both adapts and decays quickly and (2) a slow process that                    
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adapts and decays more gradually 24,42. We examined 7 variants of the context-dependent state-space model               
(Supplementary Table 1) 38,40, which vary as to whether single-rate or dual-rate states are included and also which                  
states are coupled (see Methods for details). 
 
As an alternative, we also developed a normative switching state-space model (SSSM) 43–45 of motor learning. The                 
switching state-space model is a generalization of the state-space model to systems with multiple operating modes                
(here contexts), each of which can be associated with different, and even evolving, dynamics. On each trial, the                  
system is in one context which determines both the dynamics experienced and the cues observed. Between trials,                 
contexts switch stochastically. On each trial, the learner must infer the probability of each context (from control point                  
cues and prediction errors) and use this information to partition control and learning between two context-specific                
dual-rate states (see Methods for details). Importantly, although the association between cues and contexts is               
deterministic (the control point perfectly predicts the force-field direction), this association must be learned through               
experience. We therefore reasoned that the formation of separate motor memories may arise from participants               
learning the association between cues and contexts. Critically, in the switching state-space model, the probabilities of                
cues (control points) given contexts (force fields) are therefore learned online. 
 
We fit each model to the data from both the opposing- and same-field groups simultaneously, and performed model                  
comparison using the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) (Supplementary Table 2). Although the context-dependent             
state-space models qualitatively capture the difference in post-washout adaptation between the same-field and             
opposing-field groups (Supplementary Figure 4), the switching state-space model fits the overall time course of               
adaptation and de-adaptation in the opposing-field group better (Fig. 3b & d, solid lines; slow and fast states shown in                    
Supplementary Figure 5) and has much stronger support (ΔBIC of 112.4 relative to the next best model).  
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Figure 3 The encoding of dynamics for different control points depends on the fields experienced. (a) MPE ± 1 s.e.m.                    
and (b) adaptation ± 1 s.e.m. for each control point in the group that experienced opposing force fields at each control                     
point (n = 8). Data in the pre-exposure and exposure phases were first averaged over blocks of eight trials. The                    
post-exposure phase has been expanded for clarity. For simplicity, the sign of adaptation for control point 2 has been                   
inverted. (c) & (d) are the same as (a) & (b) but for the group that experienced the same force field at each control                        
point (n = 8). Solid lines in (b) and (d) show the mean switching state-space model fits across participants. 
 
To understand how the switching state-space model works, we examined how the estimated probability of each                
context given a cue evolves for each group. As shown in Figure 4, at the start of the experiment both contexts are                      
activated equally by the right control point (i.e., the probability of each context given the right control point is 0.5).                    
Therefore, the model starts naive with respect to how control points relate to contexts. In the same-field group, both                   
contexts are activated equally throughout the experiment, regardless of the control point, leading effectively to a                
single motor memory. In contrast, in the opposing-field group, each context becomes paired with a different control                 
point, resulting in separate motor memories. 
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Figure 4 Learning to associate contexts with cues in the switching state-space model. The switching state-space                
model estimates the probability of each context given the cue (plotted here for the right control point cue prior to                    
movement). Following exposure to opposing force fields, participants learn to differentiate between the two contexts               
given the right control point. Participants trained on the same force field at each control point do not learn to                    
differentiate between contexts, leading to a single motor memory. Traces show mean model fits across participants.                
The plot for the left control point (not shown) is the mirror image about the line 0.5.  
 
Our results demonstrate that the motor system can form separate memories for different control points on the same                  
object, even when the movements associated with these points are the same. By examining generalization, we found                 
that learning was associated with control points on the object and not with the location of the object in extrinsic space                     
or the location of the control point relative to the hand. Moreover, we found that the motor system only forms distinct                     
memories if the dynamics of the control points differ, allowing efficient and flexible allocation of motor memory.                 
Finally, we developed a probabilistic model of context-dependent motor adaptation that can account for such flexible                
parcellation of motor memories.  
 
Humans have a remarkable capacity to manipulate objects with different dynamics, and a central focus of research in                  
motor control has been to elucidate how the brain learns and represents these dynamics. To investigate how                 
contextual information can be used to learn different dynamics, numerous studies have used opposing novel               
dynamics (e.g., viscous curl fields) that perturb the hand in opposite directions. This work has shown that the ability to                    
learn opposing dynamics, when each is associated with a visual cue such as color of the cursor or background, is                    
generally highly limited 28,29,36. Similarly, when lifting physical objects with different mass distributions, substantial              
interference is observed when each mass distribution is associated with a different visual geometric cue 12,13. In                 
agreement with these findings, we show that when controlling a single control point, participants cannot learn                
opposing fields when they are associated with the location of peripheral visual cues that corresponded to the targets                  
in the two control-point group.  
 
Several studies have shown that opposing fields can be learned if the perturbed movement is preceded or followed                  
by a separate movement that differs for each field, or if the perturbed movement is accompanied by a concurrent                   
movement of the other hand that again differs for each field 23,36,46–48. Furthermore, previous studies have shown that                  
opposing fields can be learned if they are associated with different states of the limb, as when the arm operates in a                      
different region of the workspace for each field 29,49–51 a visual-proprioceptive discrepancy is introduced so that the                 
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perceived state of the limb is different for each field 29,52. Critically, in our experiment, and in contrast to these previous                     
studies, veridical visual feedback of the hand was provided throughout the movement and the movement start and                 
end points were the same for the opposing fields. Consequently, participants’ estimates of the state of the limb did                   
not differ for the two fields. Therefore, we can be confident that it is the control of different points on the object that                       
allows the formation of separate memories for different dynamical contexts. Moreover, we show clearly that the                
learning of each control point is linked to the location on the object. 
 
Tool use generally involves controlling a specific location, or ‘control point’, on the tool as it interacts with the                   
environment, such as the face of a hammer striking a nail or the eraser of a pencil rubbing a page. Skilled                     
performance when using tools requires knowledge of the dynamics of the tool (relating applied force to motion) as                  
well as contact mechanics 53,54, which may vary across control points. Most natural manipulation tasks involve a                 
series of action phases separated by contact events 4,11. Consider, for example, grasping a pencil, lifting it out of a                    
container and transporting it to a piece of paper, using it to erase a pencil mark, and then replacing it in the container.                       
Here contact between the fingertips and pencil marks the end of the reach phase, contact between the pencil and                   
paper marks the end of the transport phase, the breaking of contact between the pencil and paper marks the end of                     
the erase phase, and so on. By comparing predicted and actual sensory signals associated with these contact                 
events, the motor system can monitor task progress, launch corrective actions as needed, and calibrate internal                
models of objects and their interactions 4,11. Critically, both the control point on the object and the dynamics may                   
change from phase to phase. For example, while erasing, the eraser end of the pencil is controlled and the dynamics                    
include the friction between the eraser and paper. The ability to form separate motor memories for different control                  
points may thus be an essential component of skilled object manipulation and tool use. 
 
Recent studies in neurophysiology, neuroimaging and neuropsychology support the idea that tools are incorporated              
into a body schema. For example, Iriki and colleagues 55 trained monkeys to use a rake to retrieve a pellet of food                      
that could not be reached by hand. Following tool use, the visual receptive fields of intraparietal neurons expanded                  
beyond the space surrounding the hand to include the tip of the rake. Similar incorporation of tools is supported by                    
studies in humans when making temporal order judgements of tactile stimuli on the hand 56. Importantly, such                 
incorporation is seen only for the functional part of a tool 57 and a tool must be actively controlled for assimilation to                      
occur 55,58. This suggests that the point being controlled on a tool determines how the body schema changes with tool                    
use. Interestingly, the body schema is thought to consist of distinct neural modules which represent different body                 
parts 59,60. It is therefore conceivable that different control points are assimilated by different body schema modules.                 
Indeed, one may expect to find intraparietal neurons that respond differently for different control points on a tool.                  
Furthermore, following incorporation of control points into the body schema, the effective 'state' of the body may                 
include the control point, allowing different dynamics to be associated with different states linked to control points.  
 
We found that the formation of distinct motor memories for different control points is not obligatory but only occurs if                    
the dynamics for each control point are different. Therefore, the allocation of motor memory is both flexible and                  
efficient. To explain this result, we developed a model of motor adaptation based on a switching state-space model                  
43–45, which is a generalization of the mixture-of-experts architecture in neural networks 61,62 to dynamical systems 63.                 
The switching state-space model is, unlike these previous models, normative and therefore derived from first               
principles. Moreover, although the context-dependent state-space models could qualitatively capture the difference in             
post-washout adaptation between the same-field and opposing-field groups, model comparison convincingly selected            
this SSSM over existing models. Switching state-space models combine a hidden Markov model with linear               
dynamical systems and can be used to model systems with multiple discrete operating regimes, termed modes. A                 
switching state-space model with one mode is a state-space model. The key innovation of the switching state-space                 
model is that only one of the state-space modes is active at any one time and that over time the system can transition                       
between modes. For example, a switching state-space model would be appropriate when handling different objects.               
The transition between the use of different objects can be considered as a Markov process specifying the probability                  
of switching from one object to another (e.g., from kettle to cup) and the dynamics of each object can be different and                      
change over time (e.g., as the kettle empties and the cup fills). 
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Within this framework, the problem for the sensorimotor system in our experiment is twofold. First, it must infer the                   
current mode (e.g., context) and the state of the dynamics (e.g., force-field perturbation) based on the parameters of                  
the switching state-space model. The expected perturbation is then a weighted sum of the perturbations expected for                 
each mode, with weights given by the probabilities of each mode. Second, it must update the parameters of the                   
switching state-space model online to ensure that these inferences are as accurate as possible. Here we provide                 
evidence to support the idea that motor adaptation consists not only in state inference but also in parameter learning                   
or system identification 64–67 . 
 
For simplicity, the switching state-space model we used had two modes. However, in general, switching state-space                
models can have any number of modes. Central to the performance of the model here is its capacity to learn through                     
experience (i.e., during the experiment) the associations between cues (e.g., control points) and contexts (e.g., force                
fields) via parameter estimation. To reduce the degrees of freedom of the model, we restricted the simulation to only                   
update the parameters (during the experiment) that determine the probabilities of the cues given the contexts.                
However, in general, all parameters of the model can be updated online. The fits of the switching state-space model                   
suggest that participants only develop distinct memories for each control points if the dynamics are different (Fig. 4).                  
In nonparametric extensions of this standard switching state-space model, the number of modes are learned through                
experience, rather than fixed a priori 68. Such models would allow the motor system to be efficient by recruiting                   
additional context-dependent memories (i.e., modes) when control points have different dynamics and, conversely,             
removing modes that are redundant when control points have the same dynamics.  
 
Our results suggest that objects are not represented by the motor system as holistic entities but are instead                  
parcellated in a task-dependent manner according to control points. Interestingly, the results of the switching               
state-space model suggest that effective contextual cues, such as control points, do not necessarily engage distinct                
motor memories a priori. Instead, they engage online parameter learning processes that form distinct motor               
memories if and when needed.  
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Methods 
 
Participants 
 
Fifty neurologically intact participants (22 males and 28 females; age 28.2 ± 7.8, mean ± SD) were recruited to                   
participate in four experiments, which had been approved by the Cambridge Psychology Research Ethics Committee.               
All participants provided written informed consent and were right-handed according to the Edinburgh handedness              
inventory 69. 
 
Experimental Apparatus 
 
All experiments were performed using a vBOT planar robotic manipulandum with virtual-reality system and air table                
70. The position of the handle was measured using optical encoders sampled at 1 kHz and torque motors allowed                   
forces to be generated on the handle. A monitor mounted above the vBOT projected virtual images into the plane of                    
movement via a horizontal semi-silvered mirror (Fig. 1a). Participants were seated in front of the vBOT and grasped                  
its handle with their right hand. A lamp was used to illuminate the hand below the mirror with the illumination adjusted                     
so that both the vBOT, hand, arm and virtual images were clearly visible (Fig. 1b). This was done to ensure that                     
participants always had an accurate estimate of the state of their hand and arm. The right forearm was supported on                    
an air sled which constrained arm movements to the horizontal plane and reduced friction. 
 
On each trial, the vBOT could generate forces associated with either a velocity-dependent curl field (field trials) or a                   
force channel (channel trials). Alternatively, in the case of the null field, no forces were generated (null trials). For the                    
curl field, the force generated on the hand was given by 
 

                                                 (1) 
 

where Fx, Fy, and are the forces and velocities at the handle in the x- and y-directions (mediolateral and                     
anteroposterior, respectively). The field gain g was set to ±15 Ns/m and the sign of g specified whether the curl field                     
was clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW). On channel trials, the hand was constrained to move along a                 
straight line to the target. This was achieved by simulating forces associated with a stiff spring and damper, with the                    
forces acting perpendicular to the long axis of the channel. A spring constant of 6,000 N/m and a damping coefficient                    
of 5 Ns/m were used. Channel trials allowed the feedforward forces generated by participants to be measured                 
orthogonal to the direction of reach 25,35. 
 
In all experiments, participants first performed a familiarisation phase of between 96 and 128 trials, consisting of                 
null-field trials and channel trials for each control point in a pseudorandomized order.  
 
In order to have precise control over vision and dynamics in our experiment we used a robotic interface and virtual                    
reality system. Importantly, a number of previous object manipulation studies using robotic manipulanda have been               
shown to produce similar results to experiment that use real-world physical objects 5,12,32,70,71 . 
 
Experiment 1: The encoding of motor memories by control points 
 
Two control-points 
 
In the two control-point condition, we investigated whether participants could learn opposing (CW and CCW) force                
fields when each field is associated with a different control point on the object. The paradigm consisted of                  
pre-exposure, exposure, generalization and de-adaptation (“wash-out”) phases as detailed below. 
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Pre-exposure, exposure and de-adaptation phases 
 
Participants (n = 10) grasped the handle of the vBOT and a rectangular virtual object (solid red rectangle 16 x 3 cm)                      
was displayed centered on the hand (Fig. 1b). The position of the object translated with the hand. The object had two                     
potential control points (0.4 cm radius green disks) ±7 cm lateral to the center of the object.  
 
To start each trial, participants aligned the center of the object (indicted by a yellow cross) with the home position (0.5                     
cm radius circle) situated in the midline approximately 30 cm in front of the participant's chest. The trial started after                    
the center point was within 0.3 cm of the home position and had remained below a speed of 0.5 cm/s for 100 ms.                       
After a 0.2 s delay a target (0.5 cm radius circle) appeared 12 cm away (anteriorly along the y-axis) above either the                      
left or right control point. A tone indicated that the participants should initiate a reaching movement to the target.                   
Participants were instructed to move the corresponding control point to the target. That is, if the target was aligned                   
with the left control point, they should move the left control point to the target, and conversely for the target aligned                     
with the right control point. Crucially, because each target was aligned with its respective control point, the hand                  
moved to the same location to attain both targets. 
 
A trial ended when the control point had remained within 0.3 cm of the target for 50 ms. If the peak speed of the                        
movement was less than 50 cm/s or more than 70 cm/s, a low-pitch tone sounded and a 'Too Slow' or 'Too Fast'                      
message was displayed, respectively. At the end of each trial, the vBOT actively returned the hand to the home                   
position. 
 
After familiarization, participants performed blocks of 8 trials in which one of the trials (not the first) was randomly                   
chosen as a channel trial and the remainder were either null trials or field trials. The paradigm consisted of a                    
pre-exposure phase (4 blocks/32 trials), an exposure phase (52 blocks/416 trials), a generalization phase (71               
blocks/568 trials; see below) and a de-adaptation phase (12 blocks/96 null-field trials). Each target appeared an equal                 
number of times within a block in a pseudorandom order.  
 
During the exposure phase, the location of the target (left or right) determined the direction of the force field (CW or                     
CCW) applied during the movement. As such, the field direction was associated with the particular control point on                  
the object (left or right) and its corresponding target (Fig. 1c). The direction of the force field for each control point                     
was counterbalanced across participants. A 45 s rest break was given after blocks 12, 25, 38 and 51 of the exposure                     
phase. 

Generalization 
 
The generalization phase (immediately after the exposure phase) was used to investigate the representation of the                
memories for the two force fields. Specifically, we tested whether the representations were object-centered              
(associated with the control points on the object), target-centered (associated with the target locations in space) or                 
hand-centered (associated with the location of the targets/control points relative to the hand). The generalization               
phase included force field trials (to maintain adaptation) as well as channel trials (to monitor ongoing adaptation and                  
examine generalization). To monitor adaptation, we used standard channel trials (as in the exposure phase). To                
examine generalization, participants performed channels trials during lateral translations (±14 cm) of either the object               
or the hand or both the object and the hand. This gave three kinds generalization trials (Fig. 2a).  
 
During object and hand (O-H) translation trials, participants translated the hand and the object ±14 cm along the                  
x-axis before the trial started. For rightward translations of the object and hand, the right target was cued and the                    
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participant moved the left control point towards the target (which was now aligned with the right target). The converse                   
was true for leftward translations. Importantly, as on all trials in the study, the control points and targets were always                    
aligned along the y-axis, thus requiring a straight movement. 
 
During hand (H) translation trials, participants translated their hand ±14 cm along the x-axis while the object remained                  
in the center of the workspace. For rightward translations of the hand, the right target was cued and the participant                    
moved the right control point towards the target. The converse was true for leftward translations.  
 
During object (O) translation trials, the object was visually translated ±14 cm along the x-axis while the hand                  
remained in the center of the workspace. For rightward translations of the object, the right target was cued and the                    
participant moved the left control point towards the target. The converse was true for leftward translations.  
 
In all conditions, the object tracked the hand during the movement with the fixed offset associated with the particular                   
generalization type maintained throughout the trial. 
 
A 2.5 s delay was imposed at the start of each channel trial to allow time for the participant to translate their hand                       
and/or the object, if required. A 15 s rest break was given every 9 blocks during the generalization phase starting at                    
block 8. A block of fields trials (with no channel trials) followed each rest break to mitigate the effects of any                     
time-dependent decay. Each of the channel types (2 to monitor ongoing adaptation and 6 for generalization) was                 
repeated 8 times and there were 7 pure exposure blocks post-rest giving 64 + 7 = 71 blocks (568  trials). 
 
Note that the familiarization phase in the two-control point condition included trials for each of the generalization                 
conditions described above.  
 
Single control-point 
 
In the single control-point condition, we examined whether the visual targets alone could provide a contextual cue for                  
learning. A separate group of participants (n = 8) performed the single control-point condition. As in two control-point                  
condition (described above), the left and right control points were displayed on the object. Similarly, the left and right                   
targets were displayed and were always associated with the particular field direction (CW or CCW). However,                
participants were instructed to move the central control point (yellow cross) on the object to a central target (which                   
remained on the screen at all times) (Fig. 1d) and to ignore the lateral targets. Participants were thus required to                    
control a single control point. The paradigm consisted of the same pre-exposure (4 blocks/32 trials), exposure (51                 
blocks/408 trials), and de-adaptation (12 blocks/96 trials) phases as in two control-point condition. However, in this                
case, the generalization phase was omitted. 
 
Gaze fixation control 
 
During target-directed reaches, people tend to fixate the target 72–74. The gaze fixation experiment (n = 8) was                  
performed to exclude the possibility that gaze direction, rather than the control point on the object, was the contextual                   
cue responsible for adaptation to opposing force fields. 
 
An EyeLink 1000 eye tracker was used to track the position of the left eye at 500 Hz. The eye tracker was mounted at                        
an oblique angle between the handle of the manipulandum and a transparent reflective sheet of plastic that was used                   
to project visual feedback (replacing the semi-silvered mirror). A forehead rest was used to stabilize the head. The                  
eye-tracker was calibrated at the start of the experiment and after every rest break using a 9-point grid.  
 
The paradigm include both fixation and free-gaze trials. On fixation trials, participants had to fixate a small cross                  
(located 8 cm above the home position) while performing the task (moving the left or right control point to left or right                      
target, respectively). Because movements were being guided by peripheral vision, the spatial tolerance of the target                
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was increased to 0.6 cm. If the participant broke fixation (> 2 cm) the trial was aborted and repeated. The central                     
control point on the object was not displayed in order to prevent participants from using it to guide the movement                    
toward the fixation point. The home position was indicated by a rectangular frame which was visible at all times                   
during the experiment. On free-gaze trials, no fixation cross was displayed and eye movements were unconstrained. 
 
After familiarization (as described above), participants performed a fixation pre-exposure phase (4 blocks/32 trials), a               
fixation exposure phase (65 blocks/520 trials), a free-gaze exposure phase (64 blocks/512 trials) and finally a                
free-gaze de-adaptation phase (12 blocks/96 trials). The direction of the force field associated with each control point                 
was counterbalanced across participants. Each block had the same structure as in the two control point condition,                 
with 7 exposure trials and 1 channel trial. 
 
A 45 s rest break was given every 13 blocks during the exposure phase starting at block 12. A block of fields trials                       
(with no channel trials) followed each rest break to mitigate the effects of any time-dependent decay. 
 
Uniform object control 
 
The object used in the main experiment consisted of different visual elements (green circular control points                
embedded in a red rectangle) that could conceivably be interpreted as distinct objects. We therefore repeated the                 
exposure phase in the two control-point group using an object that no longer contained different visual elements. A                  
separate group of participants (n = 8) controlled a new uniform object with control points that were not discriminable                   
from the rest of the object by color (Supplementary Figure 3). The rectangle was removed from the original object and                    
the control points (0.4 cm radius green disks) were connected by a bar (solid green rectangle 14 x 0.6 cm) that was                      
the same color as the control points. Importantly, these control points were the same size and in the same location as                     
those of the original experiment. We reduced the size of the central cross so that it would fit inside the connecting                     
bar. 
 
As in two control-point experiment (described above), participants moved the corresponding control point to the               
displayed target, which was always associated with a particular field direction (CW or CCW). The paradigm consisted                 
of the same pre-exposure (4 blocks/32 trials), exposure (51 blocks/408 trials), and de-adaptation (12 blocks/96 trials)                
phases as in single control-point experiment.  
 
Experiment 2: Are separate motor memories obligatory for different control points? 
 
This experiment was performed to investigate whether separate motor memories are formed even when the               
dynamics experienced at the two control points on the object are the same. 
 
After familiarization, participants performed a pre-exposure phase, an exposure phase and a de-adaptation phase.              
The pre-exposure phase (4 blocks/32 trials) and exposure phases (51 blocks/408 trials) were the same as in                 
Experiment 1. Participants performed blocks of 8 trials consisting of 7 null (pre-exposure) or field (exposure) trials and                  
one channel trial. In the exposure phase, half the participants (n = 8) experienced opposing fields at each control                   
point (as in Experiment 1) and the other half (n = 8) experienced the same field at each control point. In both the                       
opposing-field and same-field conditions, the direction of the fields was counterbalanced across participants. A 45 s                
rest break was given after blocks 12, 25 and 38 of the exposure phase. A block of fields trials (with no channel trials)                       
followed each rest break to mitigate the effects of any time-dependent decay. 
 
The exposure phase was followed by 50 blocks of de-adaptation, with each block consisting of 1 null-field trial and 1                    
channel trial. Importantly, one control point was cued throughout the first half of the de-adaptation phase (first 25                  
blocks/50 trials) and the other control point was cued throughout the second half (last 25 blocks/50 trials). The order                   
in which each control point (left or right) was cued was counterbalanced across participants. 
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If the dynamics at both control points are encoded by a single representation, de-adaptation at one control point                  
should also lead to de-adaptation at the other control point. Alternatively, if the representations are separate,                
de-adaptation at one control point should have minimal effect on the representation associated with the other control                 
point. 
 
Data Analysis 
 
Data analysis was performed using MATLAB R2017a. Two measures of performance were calculated. On exposure               
and null-field trials, we calculated the maximum distance between the path of the hand and a straight line connecting                   
the start position and the target (maximum perpendicular error, MPE). On channel trials, we calculated the                

percentage of the force field that was compensated for (adaptation) by regressing the actual forces generated                 

by participants in the channel on the ideal forces that would fully compensate for the force field in an exposure                     
trial (defined in equation 1): 
 

                                                    (2) 
 

                                              (3) 
 
where b is the regression coefficient and t is the discrete time step in the trial. The offset of the regression was                      
constrained to zero. For this analysis, we used the portion of the movement where the hand velocity was greater than                    
1 cm/s. To combine maximum perpendicular error (MPE) and adaptation results across participants, data from               
individual participants was sign-adjusted according to the direction of the field. 
 
To identify changes in MPE and adaptation over the course of multiple experiments, mixed-design ANOVAs and                
paired t-tests were performed. Comparisons of adaptation between experiments were performed using            
between-subjects ANOVAs and unpaired t-tests. All statistical tests were two-sided with significance set to p < 0.05.                 
Where values are reported they represent mean ± s.e.m.. 
 
Models 
 
We fit two classes of model to Experiment 2. The first class is a deterministic, context-dependent state-space model                  
based on 38–40. The second class is a probabilistic switching state-space model. We did not fit the models to                   
Experiment 1 as this experiment was not designed to distinguish between the model classes. Note, however, that and                  
the initial part of Experiment 1 is identical to the initial part for the opposing field group in Experiment 2. 
 
Context-dependent state-space model  
  
We used a context-dependent state-space model that includes separate states for different contexts and also               
different rates of adaptation (slow versus fast adaptive processes). In the current study, there are 2 contexts (the left                   
and right control points) and each context can include states that update with slow and fast rates. This gives a total of                      
4 states (two contexts and two rates) which can be represented by the elements of a state vector 
 

,                                                     (4) 

 
where superscripts represent which context the state is associated with (e.g., 1 = left and 2 = right control points) and                     
the subscripts represent the slow and fast adaptation processes. The motor output on trial is a weighted sum of the                     
elements in the state vector, with the weighting determined by the context: 
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,                                                        (5) 
 

where the context weighting vector, , varies according to the context for the trial (left or right control point). The                    
error on a trial is the difference between the motor output and the task perturbation: 
 

.                                                         (6) 
 

In the current study, the task perturbation, , is zero for null-field trials, +1 for CW field trials and ‑1 for CCW field                       
trials. The state vector is updated across trials: 
 

,                                         (7) 
 

where represents element-wise multiplication. Trial-by-trial decay is determined by the retention vector .              
Error-dependent adaptation of states is determined by the context weighting vector and the learning-rate vector .  
 
We considered 7 variants of the model which determine the way A, B and c are parameterized (Supplementary                  
Table 1). The models vary as to whether there is a single context-dependent state (SSM 1), a slow/fast                  
context-independent state and a fast/slow context-dependent state (SSMs 2-4), or both fast and slow              
context-dependent states (SSMs 5-7). For context-dependent states, the values in the context weighting vector              
determine the coupling (if any) between contexts. Models which include parameters and can have coupling                 
between the contexts for the slow and/or fast processes, respectively. 
 
Switching state-space model  

The generative model 
 
Here we develop a probabilistic switching state-space model that allows the sensorimotor system to optimally               
partition learning across contexts. We assume that the environment consists of distinct contexts which switch in a                 
probabilistic manner according to a hidden Markov model (Supplementary Figure 6). Each context is associated with                
its own perturbations which evolve according to linear-Gaussian dynamics. We assume that participants possess an               
internal generative model of perturbations that matches the environment. We characterize this model as a switching                
state-space model, a generalization of the state-space model to systems with multiple operating regimes or modes.                
Switching state-space models define a probability density over a time series of discrete and continuous states. Here                 
the discrete states represent contexts, and the continuous states represent perturbations. We implement the model               
with two contexts, although the extension to more than two contexts is straightforward. 
 

On trial , the environment is in one of two contexts, , and between trials the context either remains the                    
same or switches in a stochastic manner. The context transition probabilities are defined by the matrix , where  
 
 

                                                     (8) 
 
To reduce the number of free parameters in the model, we assume that the context remains the same or switches                    
with equal probability, that is for all . This is consistent with the exposure phase of our experiment in                    
which each force field is presented with equal frequency and in a pseudorandom order.  
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On each trial, the context gives rise to one of two observable cues, , corresponding to the location of the                    
control point. The matrix  defines the cue emission probability 
 

                                                      (9) 
 
 
The perturbations in each context evolve independently according to linear-Gaussian dynamics, as defined by the               
state transition function 
 

                                                          (10) 
 

where is a vector of slow and fast states (subscripts) for contexts 1 and 2                

(superscripts), is a diagonal matrix of the form diag and is zero-mean Gaussian process noise                 

with covariance . Thus we implement a probabilistic context-dependent dual-rate model. 
 
The context determines which perturbations are observed, as defined by the output function 
 

                                                          (11) 
 

where is the observation vector for context 1, is the observation             
vector for context 2 and  is zero-mean Gaussian observation noise with variance .  

State inference 
To operate effectively, the sensorimotor system must keep track of perturbations in the environment, as well as the                  
contexts in which they occur. However, both perturbations and contexts are hidden variables, which must be inferred                 

from a sequence of observations . Several techniques have been developed to infer the joint state,                

, of a switching state-space model 43–45,63,75,76. Here we focus on a technique known as the generalized                 
pseudo-Bayesian estimator of order 1 (GPB1) 76, which we adapt for a switching state-space model in which the                  
context, , emits observable cues . GPB1 is an assumed density filtering method that approximates the exact                 
posterior of the state (a mixture of Gaussians with components, where is the number of modes and is                     
the number of trials) with a single Gaussian. 
 
To maintain an estimate of the state, two Kalman filters operate in parallel (Supplementary Figure 6). Each filter has a                    

different observation vector, (defined above), and is thus specialized for a different context; all remaining                
parameters are the same for both filters. On trial , both filters operate on the same Gaussian estimate of the                    

continuous state from the previous trial, with mean and covariance , to generate a Gaussian                

estimate of the continuous state on the current trial, with mean and covariance . This produces a mixture                   

of Gaussians with mixing weights given by the probability of each context . Because the number of possible                  
context sequences doubles with every trial, the number of components in this mixture will also double if no                  
approximations are made, making inference intractable. Therefore, after each trial, the mixture of Gaussians is               
approximated by a single Gaussian via moment matching (Supplementary Figure 6), rendering inference tractable but               
approximate. 
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Upon observation of the contextual cue , but prior to movement, the probability of each context (assuming                 
equiprobable context transitions) is 
 

                                                           (12) 
 
The predicted observation used for control is  
 

                                                         (13) 

where is the observation predicted for each context. We assume that the predicted observation               
is expressed through a motor action that is corrupted by zero-mean Gaussian noise (see Model Fitting). 
 
After the movement, once the perturbation  has been observed, the likelihood of each context is 
 

                                                      (14) 
 

Here we use to denote the PDF for the normal distribution with mean and variance ,                  

where is the standard Kalman filter innovation covariance. The final probability of each context is given by                  
Bayes' rule: 
 

                                                          (15) 
 
Finally, a single Gaussian estimate of the perturbations is obtained via moment matching: 
 

                                                        (16) 
 

.                                  (17) 

Parameter learning  
 

To perform state inference, the sensorimotor system must set the parameters, ,            
of the switching state-space model. Importantly, these parameters need not be fixed but may be learned online. In                  
general, the sensorimotor system could learn all of these parameters online. However, to reduce the degrees of                 
freedom of the model for our dataset, we assume that the sensorimotor system only learns the cue emission                  
probabilities and that all other parameter estimates are fixed.  
 
To learn the cue emission probabilities, we perform expectation maximization (EM), an iterative method for obtaining                
maximum likelihood estimates of unknown parameters in probabilistic models involving latent variables 77. We utilize               
a sufficient-statistics formulation of EM that supports online parameter learning. A detailed description of this method                
can be found in 78,79. Here we provide a brief outline as applied to our perturbation study. 
 
The algorithm iterates between an E step, in which the joint probability of and is estimated, and an M step, in                       
which the joint probability of  and  is normalized to obtain the probability of  given . 
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Stochastic E step 
 
The aim of the E step is to count the number of times that each combination of and co-occur. If both and                          
were known, this would involve summing matrices, each of which would have a single unity entry defined by                   
the indicator function 
 

                                                       (18)  
 

However, because  is a latent variable,  can only be estimated in the form of an expectation: 
 

                   (19) 
 
Here, and elsewhere, the hat notation is used to indicate an estimated value. After each new set of observations,                   

, the quantity  is updated: 
 

                                    (20) 
 
with initialized to a matrix of zeros. In general, the expectations in equation (19) will show trial-to-trial variability                   

due to noise. Therefore, an adaptive stepsize, , is used to average the sequence of estimates                
and promote convergence 80. Because the stepsize decreases to zero according to the requirements of stochastic                

approximation theory, and , the effects of noise are eliminated in the long run 81.                
Increasing slows the rate at which the stepsize decreases, placing greater weight on more recent observations                 
compared with older observations. We treat  as a free parameter of the model. 
 
It is possible to compute smoothed estimates of the sufficient statistics in equation (18) online using forward                 
smoothing recursions 82. However, in general, exact computation of these smooth statistics is intractable, requiring               
sequential Monte Carlo sampling techniques 83. For simplicity, we only compute filtered estimates of the sufficient                
statistics, as in equation (19). 

M step 

To calculate , we normalize by dividing each element by its corresponding column sum to ensure that the                   
probability of either cue being emitted in each context is 1. Note all elements of must be nonzero for the solution                      
of the EM algorithm to be well defined (otherwise some probabilities will always remain zero). Therefore, we omit the                   
M step for the first 8 trials to ensure that both contextual cues have been observed. 
 
Importantly, to infer the probability of each context given an observed cue, the model of how contexts emit cues                   
(equation 9) is inverted (equation 12). 

Model implementation 
We applied the above inference and learning algorithms to a sequence of noiseless observations, , assigned                
values of 0 (null-field trials) or 1 (force-field trials), corresponding to the actual perturbations delivered by the robot.                  
We also examined adding zero-mean Gaussian noise (variance ) to the delivered sequence of perturbations to                
include observation noise. However, because the observation noise that participants perceived is unknown to us, it                
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must be marginalized out (e.g., using Monte Carlo integration). The inclusion of observation noise also results in a                  
stochastic objective function, which requires alternative parameter optimization techniques. For simplicity, we only             
report fits to noiseless observations as the addition of observation noise did not qualitatively change the model fit or                   
the outcome of model comparison. 
 
To update the estimate of the continuous state, we applied the standard Kalman filter recursive equations 84. The                  

prior estimate of the continuous state was initialized with mean, , and covariance, , equal to zero and the                   
mean steady-state covariance matrix across Kalman filters, respectively. The prediction error of each Kalman filter,               

, was set to zero on channel trials. 
 

We set  and  as described above and initialized  as a symmetric matrix 
 

                                                       (21) 
 

where and . Thus the learner starts naive with respect to how cues relate to contexts.                  
was updated recursively using the online EM algorithm. The small amount of jitter, , was added to allow symmetry                   
breaking. We used  and  for the left and right control points, respectively. 
 
Model Fitting 
 
We simulated each model separately for each participant using the particular sequence of cues they observed. We                 
then calculated the mean model data across participants for each group and each control point. We assume that                  
adaptation measured on channel trials represents predicted observations that have been corrupted by Gaussian              
motor noise. Maximum likelihood estimates of the free parameters of the models (Supplementary Table 2) were                
therefore obtained by minimizing the sum-of-squared errors between the mean model data (equation (5) for the                
SSMs and equation (13) for the SSSM) and the mean experimental data measured on channel trials ( in equation                   
(2)). As each model involved fitting both same- and opposing-field groups jointly with the same set of parameters, we                   
chose to fit the mean adaptation data across participants to reduce variability in the dataset.  
 
Model comparison 
 
Model selection was performed using the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC): 
 

                                       (22) 
 
where (204) is the number of data points, is the number of free parameters and the constant does not depend                      
on the model. The first term in the BIC penalizes underfitting, whereas the second term penalizes model complexity,                  
as measured by the number of free parameters in the model. Taking the difference in BIC values for two competing                    
models approximates half the log of the Bayes' factor 85. A BIC difference of greater than 4.6 (a Bayes factor of                     
greater than 10) is considered to provide strong evidence in favour of the model with the lower BIC value 86. 

Code availability 
The code used to generate the data in this study is available from the corresponding author on request. 

Data availability 
Data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author on request. 
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Supplementary Figures  
 

 
 
Supplementary Figure 1 Hand paths at different stages of Experiment 1. In early exposure, the force fields                 
produced substantial deviations of the hand path from a straight line. (a) For the two control-point group (n = 10),                    
hand paths were significantly straighter by late exposure, and clear after-effects were seen in early post-exposure. (b)                 
For the single control-point group (n = 8), hand paths were not significantly straighter by late exposure, and no                   
after-effects were seen. Traces show mean ± 1 s.e.m. across participants hand paths over two blocks. 
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Supplementary Figure 2 Adaptation is not gaze dependent. In the fixation stage of the exposure phase, participants                 
(n = 8) were required to fixate a cross in the midline of the workspace. In the free-gaze stage of the exposure phase,                       
no fixation cross was displayed and gaze was unconstrained. Mean ± s.e.m. (a) MPE and (b) adaptation across all                   
participants. Each MPE data point represents the mean of a block of eight trials. To assess learning, we compared                   
adaptation in the final two blocks of the pre-exposure phase with the final two blocks of the fixation stage. We found a                      
significant increase in adaptation (two-tailed paired t-test, 60.2% ± 8.4%, t(7) = 7.70, p = 1e-4), which reached 59.0%                   
± 7.9% (mean ± s.e.m.) of full compensation by the final two blocks of the fixation stage. We contrasted the                    
adaptation reached by blocks 23-24 of the exposure phase with the two control-point and opposing-field groups who                 
experienced the same task with free gaze. This revealed no significant difference (between-subjects ANOVA, F2,23 =                
2.07, p = 0.149), indicating that fixation did not detriment learning. We allowed the fixation group to continue                  
exposure after the fixation phase but with free gaze. There was no significant additional learning after 616 further                  
trials (two-tailed paired t-test, 6.4% ± 10.4%,  t(7) = 0.67, p = 0.526).  
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Supplementary Figure 3 Adaptation does not require control points to be distinct from the rest of the object. (a)                   
Participants (n = 8) controlled a uniform object composed of two green disks connected by a green bar. Because the                    
disks and bar were the same color, the object did not contain any distinct visual elements. Mean ± s.e.m. (b) MPE                     
and (c) adaptation across all participants. Each MPE data point represents the mean of a block of eight trials. To                    
assess learning, we compared adaptation in the final two blocks of the pre-exposure phase with the final two blocks                   
of the exposure phase. We found a significant increase in adaptation (two-tailed paired t-test, 52.3% ± 9.3%, t(7) =                   
6.08, p = 5e-4), which reached 50.7% ± 8.5% (mean ± s.e.m.) of full compensation by the final two blocks of the                      
exposure phase. We contrasted the adaptation reached by this stage with the two control-point and opposing-field                
groups who experienced the same task with control points displayed as green disks on a red rectangle. There was no                    
significant difference (between-subjects ANOVA, F2,23 = 2.11, p = 0.144), indicating that the uniform object did not                 
detriment learning. 
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Supplementary Figure 4 Model fits to adaptation data from Experiment 2. Solid lines show the mean fits across                  
participants for the switching state-space model (SSSM) and state-space model 7 (SSM7), which had the next best                 
BIC. Experimental data is shown as in Figure 4b & d for the opposing-field (n = 8) and same-field (n = 8) groups. The                        
superiority of the SSSM is most apparent in the fit to data from the opposing-field group. 
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Supplementary Figure 5 Slow and fast states of the switching state-space model. (a) Mean state estimates across                 
participants for the group that experienced opposing force fields at each control point. The slow and fast states of                   
each context learn to represent different perturbations and, due to the learned association between contexts and                
cues, de-adapt at different rates during washout. For simplicity, the signs of the slow and fast states for context 2                    
have been inverted. (b) For the group that experienced the same force field at each control point, the slow and fast                     
states of each context represent the same perturbation and de-adapt at the same rate during washout.  
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Supplementary Figure 6 Motor adaptation as online state and parameter estimation in a switching state-space               
model. (a) The graphical model. The discrete context, , and the continuous perturbations, , evolve according to                 
Markovian dynamics. The context determines both which observable cue, , is emitted and how each perturbation                
contributes to the continuous observation . Observed and latent variables are represented by gray and white                
nodes, respectively. The dashed arrows indicate dependencies that are learned online. (b) The GPB1 algorithm.               
Given a single estimate of the state on trial , each Kalman filter predicts the state on trial and then updates its                       
prediction when is observed. The updated estimates of each filter are then merged into a single estimate. The                   
probability of each context, which depends on both the contextual cue and the prediction error of each filter,                  
determines how to merge the estimates in an optimal manner.  
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Supplementary Tables 
 
Supplementary Table 1 Variants of the context-dependent state-space model  

Model DOF Retention vector A Learning-rate vector B Context vector c Number of effective states 

SSM11 3    

 

 

 

2 

SSM22 3    
 

 

3 

SSM31 4      
 

 

3 

SSM41 5    
 

 

3 

SSM51 5    
 

 

4 

SSM61 5    
 

 

4 

SSM71 6    
 

 

4 

 
We examined 7 context-dependent state-space models, which varied in their number of parameters (DOF). The               
models could vary in the retention parameters, learning rates and coupling. The setting of the parameters determine                 
the effective number of states in each model. Note that models 2-4 do not map the states on to contexts 1 and 2 in                        
equation (4) as one of the states is shared by both contexts (i.e., context independent). Furthermore, model 2 does                   
not necessarily map the states on to the fast and slow states in equation (4) as the context-independent state can be                     
either fast or slow. 
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Supplementary Table 2 Comparison of model fits for the state-space (SSM) and switching state-space (SSSM) 
models 

State-space models R2 ΔBIC DOF as bs cs af bf cf 

SSM1 0.92 135.3 3 0.9858 0.0730 0.4578 - - - 

SSM2 0.92 135.3 3 0.9858 0.0215 [0] 0.9858 0.0668 [1] 

SSM3 0.92 140.6 4 0.9858 0.0215 [0] 0.9858 0.0668 [1] 

SSM4 0.93 117.3 5 0.9905 0.0445 0.4040 0.9229 0.0922 [1] 

SSM5 0.92 145.9 5 0.9862 0.0007 [0] 0.9858 0.0721 0.4636 

SSM6 0.93 129.6 5 0.9895 0.0502 0.5234 0.8860 0.0553 [0] 

SSM7 0.94 112.4 6 0.9932 0.0295 0.4660 0.9405 0.0888 0.4340 

Switching state-space model   as qs af qf r α 

SSSM 0.96 0 6 0.9946 0.0003 0.9404 0.0068 0.0792 0.6067 

Numbers in square brackets are fixed and not fit to the data. Note that although the R2 values are similar these are                      
independent of the number of data points whereas the BIC scales with the number of data points. Therefore, the                   
small improvement in R2 for a model can translate into a large difference in likelihood and hence BIC. In SSM2, the                     
fast state corresponds to the context-independent state shared by both contexts (see Supplementary Table 1 for                
details). 
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